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The juridical review of cyber crime prevention in pornography

Cybercrime is one of the dark sides of technological advances that have a very wide negative impact on all areas of modern life today. Cyber crime is also very disturbing and received the attention of various circles is a cyber crime problem that berkonten with pornography (cyber pornography). One example of a cyber crime case that is contaminated with pornography is Ariel's porn video "Peterpan" with Luna Maya and Cut Tari uploaded on the internet in 2010. Based on the description on the background mentioned above, it can be identified the issues to be discussed In this thesis, as follows: How is the implementation of cyber crime (cyber crime) contents that berkonten with pornography?

The research method is analytical descriptive, with normative juridical approach, using primary source of secondary data, obtained by document study or literature study, without interviewing, then analyzed by qualitative juridical.

Based on the results of the discussion, research and analysis in Chapter IV mentioned above, the authors can formulate some conclusions as follows: Implementation of cyber crime contents that berkonten with pornography based on criminal law view, is by applying Law Number 44 Year 2008 on Pornography, as in the case of the case. Nazril Irham aka Ariel Peterpan, which is needed as a means to achieve peace because criminal law is in certain matters powerful to combat crime, whereas based on crinimology view is necessary preventive, repressive and also pre-emptive. Preventive efforts are made by establishing approaches without using penal laws, whereas repressive efforts are made by applying penal law. Both approaches to tackling crime can be called criminal policy. The pre-emptive effort is to improve the conditions in society that are at the root of cyber crime.
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